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Abstract: Cascading style sheets (CSS) selectors are patterns used to select HTML elements. They are often preferred
in web data extraction because they are easy to prepare and have short expressions. In order to be able to extract data
from web pages by using these patterns, a document object model (DOM) tree is constructed by an HTML parser for a
web page. The construction process of this tree and the extraction process using this tree increase time and memory costs
depending on the number of HTML elements and their hierarchies. For reducing these costs, regular expressions can be
considered as a solution. However, preparing regular expression patterns is a laborious task. In this study, a heuristic
approach, namely Regex Generator (REGEXN), that automatically generates these patterns through CSS selectors is
introduced and the performance gains are analyzed on a web crawler. The analysis shows that regular expression patterns
generated by this approach can significantly reduce the average extraction time results from 743.31 ms to 1.03 ms when
compared with the extraction process from a DOM tree. Similarly, the average memory usage drops from 1054.01 B to
1.59 B. Moreover, REGEXN can be easily adapted to the existing frameworks and tools in this task.
Key words: Web data extraction, computational efficiency, regular expressions, heuristic algorithms

1. Introduction
A web page has different layouts containing menus, advertisements, banners, footers, sitemaps, title, summary, main text, price, description, reviews, images, etc. Obtaining these layouts has become very crucial for
text processing applications such as search engines, sentiment analysis, recommendation systems, trend detection/monitoring, and e-commerce market monitoring. Many studies [1–4] in the literature focus on extracting
parts of the title, summary, and main text from web pages automatically. Some studies [5, 6] are about obtaining the review part automatically. One study [7] focused on increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of
the crawling process by separating the menu section into different groups. Most of these studies are about
predicting these parts while ignoring the acceleration of the extraction process. Unlike other studies, this study
introduces a heuristic approach that completes the extraction process in a shorter time and uses fewer resources.
Most web extraction tools known in this task use the HTML parsers that are based on the document
object model (DOM) tree. Programming languages have several HTML parsers that can be utilized for this
task. The following list presents several parsers for four well-known programming languages.
- Python: lxml, HTML Parser of The Standard Library, HTML5lib, HTML5-parser, AdvancedHTMLParser
- Node.js: Cheerio, Jsdom, HTMLparser2, Parse5
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- Java: jsoup, Lagarto, HTMLCleaner
- .Net: HAP (HTML Agility Pack), AngleSharp, Microsoft HTMLDocument
These parsers first create a DOM tree for a web page. CSS selectors or XML Path Language (XPath) are
both capable of finding element/s containing data on this tree for the extraction process. Uzun et al. [8] compare
three different well-known .NET parsers, including HAP1 , AngleSharp2 , and Microsoft (MS) HTMLDocument3
to extract data from web pages. They use XPath patterns for this task. Uzun et al. [9] try three different parsers
(HTML5parser, HTML5lib, lxml) and regular expression patterns in Python. lxml yields the best results as
suggested in the Python community4 . The extraction time of regular expression patterns prepared manually
is much better than these parsers. However, only 43.5% of the regular expression patterns are suitable for the
correct extraction process because the closing tag is not known. In this study, an approach that solves the
ambiguity of the closing tag and automatically generates regular expression patterns is developed. Moreover,
the extraction time results of lxml and regular expression patterns are compared in order to understand the
time efficiencies of extraction methods.
A regular expression is a search pattern that is utilized by string searching algorithms in order to find,
replace, or validate operations on strings. Regular expressions are a traditional search and replace technique
used in word processors and text editors. Many programming languages allow regular expressions capabilities
for performing these techniques. Moreover, web developers often prefer regular expressions for the client and
server-side for input validation. Apart from these techniques, regular expressions can be also used naturally to
extract data from web pages. Preparing a regular expression suitable for this task is a monotonous and errorprone operation [10]. For this reason, preparing this expression automatically can be considered as a solution.
In the literature, several approaches for this task have been proposed for solving different issues. Bartoli et al.
[11, 12] use annotated examples in text for generating regular expressions. Kushman and Barzilay [13] translate
natural language text queries into regular expressions obtained from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Locascio et
al. [14] use an LSTM-based sequence to sequence a neural network for specialized domain knowledge. Flores
et al. [15] develop an algorithm for automatically generating regular expressions from biomedical texts using
a coarse-to-fine text aligning method. Cui et al. [16] design an efficient novel regular expression-based text
classifier. This classifier is tested on real-world medical data. All of these studies utilize different data sets that
are not suitable for our study. Besides, they need corpus and more examples. Zhang et al. [17] deal with noisy
web data, but they perform traditional regular expression operations including entity types in web documents,
such as dates, times, email addresses, and course numbers. Our study focuses on the extraction of data between
HTML tags. Moreover, a heuristic approach has been developed that can be used for web data extraction and
this approach needs only one example for a website.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. The second section gives information about HTML,
DOM tree, CSS selectors, regular expressions, and the shortcomings of regular expressions. The third section
introduces our heuristic approach that converts a CSS selector to a regular expression pattern. The fourth section
is dedicated to the experiments for comparing our heuristic approach with traditional extraction techniques and
assessing the efficiencies of our approach. The last section provides our conclusion and future studies.
1 HTML Agility Pack (HAP) (2020).
An HTML parser written in C Sharp programming language [online]. Website
https://HTML-agility-pack.net/ [accessed 22 August 2020].
2 AngleSharp (2020). Explore the DOM [online]. Website https://anglesharp.github.io/ [accessed 22 August 2020].
3 MS HTMLDocument (2020). Programmatic access to an HTML document [online]. Website https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/dotnet/api/system.windows.forms.HTMLdocument?view=netframework-4.8 [accessed 22 August 2020].
4 Beautiful
Soup (2020).
Python library for pulling data out of HTML files [online].
Website
https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/#installing-a-parser [accessed 22 August 2020].
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2. Background
An HTML document contains content including HTML tags and other strings. A web browser renders the
document and constructs the DOM tree for accessing/manipulating this content. CSS selectors are widely used
for accessing operation. Moreover, regular expressions can be used for this task. However, regular expressions
have some shortcomings for obtaining the appropriate content. This section covers technical information on
these topics.
2.1. An HTML document
An HTML document includes HTML elements, E = (e1 , e2 , , en ) that are related with each other.

An

HTML element has three parts: opening tag ( OT ), content ( C ), and closing tag ( CT ) as represented ex =
(OTx , Cx , CTx ) where x is one element in the HTML elements. C may also contain inner HTML elements.
All tags, T = (t1 , t2 , , tn ) , are maintained by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) organization that is an
international community responsible for developing the Web standards. The opening tag of an element may
have attributes ( A) and their values ( V ) that are defined as OTx = (tx , a1 = v1 , a2 = v2 , , an = vn ) . Attributes
( a) such as id, class, and itemprop provide extra information about elements. The closing tag of an element has
only tag information that is defined CTx = (tx ). As a result, an HTML element can be expressed as follows:
ex = ((tx , a1 = v1 , a2 = v2 , , an = vn ), Cx , tx )

(1)

2.2. A DOM tree
A web browser parses E in an HTML document and renders this document. The web browser’s first task in the
rendering process is to construct the DOM tree that is a hierarchical representation of an HTML document.
Programming languages can access E on this tree. In web data extraction, researchers mostly use this technique.
Each branch of this tree ends in ex , and each ex contains content or other ex .
Figure 1 shows the simple layout example from an HTML document and the DOM tree constructed from
this document.

Figure 1. Simple layout example from an HTML document and its DOM tree.

2.3. CSS selectors
CSS selectors are patterns used to access the ex with a tag name, some attributes and their values. Table 1
shows CSS selectors for accessing the elements or its content in Figure 1.
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Table 1. CSS selectors and its results in Figure 1.

CSS selector
div#main_content
div.content1
div.content2

Result
e2 and e3
Content 1
Content 2

In Table 1, div#main_content pattern is used to select the element with tag name = div and id =
''main''. div.content1 is utilized to select elements with tag name = div and class = ''main''. The id attribute
identifies a unique element, whereas a class attribute can be utilized to specify more than one. The id and
class are widely used attributes. However, there are standard attributes such as accesskey, align, background,
bgcolor, class, height, hidden, item, itemprop, style, subject, and width that can be used for accessing elements.
Moreover, custom data attributes are defined in HTML5 that is a new property. These attributes and their
values are expressed in square brackets. For example, div[itemprop = ''test''] pattern is used to select all div
elements which contain itemprop = ''test''.
2.4. Regular expressions
Regular expressions can be utilized to match text strings including phone numbers, email addresses, dates, IP
addresses, and HTML tags. Manual preparation of a regular expression pattern is a widely practical solution to
extract the desired data from a text. Preparing precise regular expression patterns requires experts who know
the data. In order to prepare regular expression patterns for web data extraction, there is a need for an expert
who knows the HTML tags and the structure of the web page. Table 2 indicates the regular expression patterns
for extracting data and its results.
Table 2. Regular expression patterns and its results in Figure 1.

No.
1
2

Regular expression pattern
<div\sclass=''content1''>(.*?)</div>
<div\sclass=''content2''>(.*?)</div>

3

<div\sid=''main_content''>(.*?)</div></div>

Output data
Content 1
Content 2
<div class=''content1''>Content 1</div>
<div class=''content2''>Content 2</div>

In Table 2, a space character \s will match any of the specific spaces. For extracting data, the special
parentheses ( and ) metacharacters are used for defining groups of characters and capturing them. The dot . is
a special character utilized to match any one character. The character ∗ matches the preceding character zero
or many times. The character ? means “match zero or one occurrence of the regular expression”. In Table 2, an
expert developer appends one closing tag (</div> ) to example no. 1 and 2 in order to obtain the appropriate
output while in example no. 3, a single closing tag is not enough. Therefore, this expert adds two closing tags
(</div> </div> ) for achieving the right output. If this expert makes a mistake during the preparation of this
pattern, the output data is “</div class=”content1”> Content 1” because the number of </div> opening and
closing tags is crucial for proper web data extraction. Moreover, preparing a CSS selector pattern is much easier
than preparing a regular expression pattern for a developer. Therefore, developers and tools prefer DOM-based
extraction for this task.
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3. Heuristic approach: REGEXN
Traditional regular expression generators [10–17] focus on trying all variations to obtain the most suitable pattern
and ignore time efficiency. Moreover, these generators are suitable for different tasks. In this study, a heuristic
approach, namely Regex Generator (REGEXN), is proposed to speed up the process of generating a regular
expression pattern and extract data from web pages. Figure 2 compares the traditional web data extraction
with REGEXN approach in two separate parts. The traditional web data extraction needs an HTML parser
to construct a DOM tree and find element/s using a CSS Selector in this tree. Moreover, Figure 2 shows
REGEXN approach that generates a regular expression pattern using a CSS Selector and an example web page
for improving the time and memory costs of this task.

Figure 2. The flowcharts of traditional web data extraction and REGEXN approach.

REGEXN has two main steps for this task. The first step, namely fundamental regular expression
generator, generates a candidate pattern. The second step, namely extended regular expression generator,
checks whether this pattern is suitable or not through an example web page. If this pattern is not suitable, the
second step modifies this pattern according to this example web page. On the other hand, the pattern obtained
from the first step is used for this task.
3.1. First step: fundemantal expression generator
In this generator, four static patterns are prepared to express different situations. These patterns and their task
are given in Table 3.
Square brackets [ ] define a character set to match only one out of several characters. Minus character
− (between a − z , A − Z , 0 − 9) specifies a range of characters. These patterns are used in Algorithm 1 that
parses a given CSS Selector and generates a regular expression pattern for this selector.
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Table 3. Patterns used in Algorithm 1.

Variable name
pattern_anycharacter

Pattern
[\s a − zA − Z0 − 9_−]∗?

pattern_space
pattern_start
pattern_end

'\s*'
\s*?[' '']
[' ''].*?

Description
Zero or more occurrences of a pattern including
space, lower letters, upper letters, numeric characters, underscore, minus
One or more than one spaces
Zero or more spaces and single or double quotation
Single or double quotation and zero or more any
characters

Algorithm 1: Fundemantal Expression Generator
Data: css_selector: A CSS Selector
Result: regex: A regular expression pattern
1 pos_id = find(#) in css_selector
2 pos_class = find(.) in css_selector
3 pos_other_attributes = find( [) in css_selector
4 regex = Empty
5 if pos_class != -1 or pos_id != -1 or pos_other_attributes != -1 then
6
d = ′ id′ : pos_id, ′ class′ : pos_class, ′ other′ : pos_other_attributes
7
d = eliminate(d.keys) where key < 0
8
key_min = min(d), val = d[key_min]
9
tagname = subtring of css_selector between 0, val
10
regex = ′ <′ + tagname + pattern_space
11
while len(d) > 0 do
12
pop(key_min) from d
13
if len(d) > 0 then temp_key_min = min(d), temp_val = d[temp_key_min]
14
else temp_val = last char index of ccs_selector
15
if key_min = ′ id′ or key_min = ′ class′ then temp_css = subtring of css_selector between
val+1, temp_val
16
else temp_css = subtring of css_selector between val+1, find(]) in css_selector
17
if key_min = ’id’ or key_min = ’class’ then
18
if key_min = ′ id′ then rep_char = ′ #′ else rep_char = ′ .′
19
regex += key_min + ′ =′ + pattern_start + pattern_anycharacter
20
regex += replace(rep_char, pattern_anycharacter) in temp_css
21
regex += pattern_anycharacter + pattern_end
22
else
23
regex += replace(''or ', pattern_start) in temp_css
24
end
25
if len(d) > 0 then key_min = temp_key_min, val = temp_val
26
end
27 else
28
regex = ′ <′ + css_selector + ′ > (.∗?) < /′ + css_selector + ′ >′
29 end
30 return regex
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In Algorithm 1, the find method determines if the character (“#”, “.”, or “[”, i.e. id attribute, class
attribute, or other attributes of ccs_selector) occurs in css_selector, it returns the index of the first occurrence
of css_selector. Otherwise, it returns –1 that means the given character is not found [Line 1, 2, 3]. If css_selector
does not contain any attribute, the tag name is utilized for preparing a regular expression pattern [Line 28].
Otherwise, the algorithm generates a proper pattern for attribute/s. d is the dictionary that holds key-value
pair whereas each key-value pair maps the key to its associated value [Line 6]. Keys can be id, class, or other
attributes and its value is the index of the attribute in css_selector. A value is obtained from a dictionary
by determining its corresponding key in square brackets [Line 8, 13]. The eliminate method removes attribute
values less than 0 from d [Line 7]. The min method finds the smallest value in d and returns the key [Line 8,
13]. The substring method extracts the characters from css_selector, between two specified indices, and returns
a new string [Line 9, 15, 16]. temp_val variables are used in the substring method [Line 13, 14, 15]. The
replace method searches a character (#, ., ', '') for the part of ccs_selector, and returns a regular expression
pattern where the specified characters are replaced [Line 20, 23]. Moreover, some patterns append to this regular
expression pattern [Line 19, 21]. Table 4 shows the output generated against a given CSS selector in Algorithm
1.
Table 4 indicates that Algorithm 1 is sufficient for simple web data extraction. However, the second
example in Table 4 is not proper for HTML Document in Figure 1. The web data extraction process is incorrect
for this example because the number of opening and closing tags is not appropriate.
Table 4. Example CSS selectors and its outputs obtained from Algorithm 1.

CSS selectors
div
div#main_content
div.content1
div.content2

Pattern
<div>(.*?)</div>
<div\s*id=\s*?[' ''][\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?main_content[\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?[' ''].*?>(.*?)</div>
<div\s*class=\s*?[' ''][\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?content1[\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*? [' ''].*?>(.*?)</div>
<div\s*class=\s*?[' ''][\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?content2[\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?[' ''].*?>(.*?)</div>

3.2. Second step: extended regular expression generator
The extended regular expression generator consists of two complementary algorithms. The first algorithm
(Algorithm 2) determines whether the end pattern needs to be changed and returns the position (index) of the
appropriate end pattern. That is, it finds the correct closing tag. The second algorithm (Algorithm 3) modifies
the pattern obtained in Algorithm 1 according to the closing tag produced by Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 2, there are two inputs as pattern obtained from Algorithm 1 and HTMLdoc is an
HTML document. Algorithm 2 parses the pattern and carries out three variables: element_name contains
tag name and attributes [Line 1], start_tagname is the tag of element_name [Line 2], and end_tagname is
the closing tag of element_name [Line 3]. For example, div#main_content in Table 4, element_name is <div
id=''main_content''>, start_tagname is <div, and end_tagname is </div for the generated pattern from
Algorithm 1. The find method in Algorithm 2 [Line 4, 6, 14] returns an integer value that is the lowest
index of the substring if it is found in given string. This method searches the string value to be searched in
HTMLdoc. Moreover, this method searches from the starting index. The algorithm continues until the number
of opening tags equals (start_tag) the number of closing tags (end_tag). The count method returns the number
of occurrences of an opening tag in the substring obtained from HTMLdoc [Line 11]. The algorithm returns
3395
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Algorithm 2: Find the position of an ending HTML tag in a given web page
Data: pattern: obtained from Algorithm 1, HTMLdoc: a web page
Result: end_index: the position of a unique ending pattern, innertag: Boolean value
1 element_name = resolve from pattern
2 start_tagname = resolve from tagname
3 end_ tagname = append / character to start_tagname
4 start_index = find(element_name, 0) in HTMLdoc
5 if start_index != -1 then
6
end_index = find(end_ tagname, start_index + len(pattern)) in HTMLdoc + len(end_
tagname)
7
innertag = False, start_tag = 0, end_tag = 0, result_tmp = Empty
8
while True do
9
sub_tmp = substring of HTMLdoc between start_index, end_index
10
end_tag += 1
11
start_tag += count of start_tagname in sub_tmp
12
if start_tag != end_tag then
13
start_index = end_index
14
end_index = find(end_tagname, start_index + len(pattern)) in HTMLdoc +
len(end_tagname)
15
innertag = True
16
else
17
return end_index, innertag
18
end
19
end
20 end

two outputs: end_index is the index of the correct closing tag and innertag is a Boolean value that indicates
whether the pattern contains an inner tag. If innertag is False, it means that the current pattern is suitable
for web data extraction. Algorithm 2 is the first step of Algorithm 3 that finds a unique ending pattern for
HTMLdoc.
In Algorithm 3, if innertag value is True, the algorithm continues to find the end character ( >) of a
tag in HTMLdoc that starts at start_index [Line 3] and append the substring obtained from HTMLdoc to
end_pattern [Line 5]. If there is only one end_pattern in HTMLdoc [Line 8], this string can be used as an end
pattern for a given pattern. Table 5 indicates the pattern results for three main algorithms of REGEXN.
According to the sample web page in Figure 1, the output produced by Algorithm 1 in Table 5 is not
sufficient for the CSS selector: div#main_content. Algorithm 2 finds the appropriate closing tag index value
using the web page (HTMLdoc). Algorithm 3 tries to append tags and create a unique closing end pattern. In
this example, the end pattern is . < /div > for this pattern and the web page in Figure 1. Finally, Algorithm 3
generates a new pattern that is suitable for web data extraction.
4. Experiments
In this section, firstly general information about the dataset5 and extraction patterns is given. The second
subsection is dedicated to the results of extraction time and memory usage for a DOM-based approach. The
5 REGEXN
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Algorithm 3: Find a unique ending pattern in a given web page
Data: pattern: obtained from Algorithm 1, HTMLdoc: a web page
Result: new pattern
1 end_index, innertag = Algorithm 2(pattern, HTMLdoc)
2 if innertag == False then return pattern
3 start_index = end_index + 1
4 while True do
5
end_index = find( >, start_index) in HTMLdoc
6
if end_index != -1 then
7
end_pattern += substring of HTMLdoc between start_index, end_index
8
if count end_pattern in HTMLdoc = 1 then
9
end_pattern = end_pattern.replace( ” ” , \ ”s” ).replace(” \n ”, ”.” )
10
return pattern + end_pattern
11
else
12
start_index = end_index + 1
13
end
14
end
15 end

Table 5. The outputs of Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 for the given CSS selector

CSS Selector
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Algorithm 3

div#main_content
<div\s*id=\s*?[' ''][\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?main_content[\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?[' ''].*?>(.*?)</div>
110, True
<div\s*class=\s*?[' ''][\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?content2[\sa-zA-Z0-9_-]*?[' ''].*?>(.*?)</div>.</div>

third subsection covers these results for our heuristic approach. A crawler6 is developed in Python 3 and all
experiments are carried out on an Intel Core i7-8550U 16 GB RAM computer with Windows 10 operating
system.
4.1. Dataset and CSS selectors
For testing extraction techniques, we need more than one web page per website. Therefore, a crawler has been
prepared to gather web pages of a website. This crawler downloaded 51 web pages for 50 different websites that
contain different languages including Turkish, Bosnian, English, Spanish, German, Albanian and fields such as
article, dictionary, health, movie, newspaper. Moreover, 4-5 CSS selectors were prepared for each website. The
statistical results obtained from web pages and CSS selectors/Patterns are given in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
Table 6 shows that the average size of a web page is about 111,800 B and contains about 1623 HTML
tags. The average number of a tag, which is used to link from one page to another, is about 174 hyperlinks for
a web page. The average number of div tags, which defines a division or a section in an HTML document, is
about 196 tags for a web page.
In Table 7, 241 CSS selector patterns, which are suitable for a given website, are prepared to obtain data
from the web page. Table 7 contains information about these patterns. In addition, Table 7 has information
about regular expression patterns obtained from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3. In this table, the HTML tags
are grouped by the amount of data. The tags of div, main, section, table, body (Group 1) contain the most
6 REGEXN

(2020). Source codes [online]. Website https://github.com/erdincuzun/REGEXN [accessed 22 August 2020].
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Table 6. Dataset obtained from the crawling process.

File size (bytes)
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Standard deviation

111,800
93,861
4,438,682
8927.5

Number of
the HTML tags
1623.60
2242
3566
967.00

Number of
‘a’ tags
173.94
145
1263
262.00

Number of
‘div’ tags
195.48
75
4492
64.00

Table 7. Information about CSS selectors prepared by experts and patterns generated by REGEXN.

Number of
Number of ACL of
ACL of
HTML tags attributes
CSS selector REP
Group 1
107
131
17.38
124.46
Group 2
73
80
14.45
82.66
Hyperlink
61
0
1.00
33.00
241
211
12.35
88.65
Group 1: div, main, section, table, body
Group 2: h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, ul, header, p, span, strong
Hyperlink: a
ACL: average character length
REP: regular expression patterns
HTML tag/s

The First step
is enough
39
72
61
172

The second step
is needed
68
1
0
69

amount of data, while other tags contain much less. Group 2 contains data consisting of few characters such
as title, author name, day, and time. Hyperlink, a, is used to link from one page to another. Attributes in
HTML are additional values that are often used to extract the proper data in the web data extraction process.
In our CSS selectors, there are 211 attributes. A CSS Selector pattern consists of an average of 12 characters.
On the other hand, regular expression patterns obtained from our generator contain about 89 characters. This
generator has two steps for this task. While only a CSS selector pattern is sufficient for Step 1, a sample web
page is also needed for Step 2. In Table 7, Step 2 should be applied for 69 CSS selectors whereas Step 1 is
adequate for 172 CSS selectors.
4.2. The results of DOM-based approach
Most of the well-known programming languages have HTML parsers for operations on web pages. In this study,
lxml is preferred as a Python Library recommended by the Python community for web data extraction as a
well-known solution. The popular frameworks and tools use this library for this task. For example, Scrapy7 is
a popular framework for crawling websites and extracting web data from them. For extraction operation, this
framework uses lxml library that supports CSS selectors. Moreover, the results of this library are the baseline
experiment for our study. Table 8 indicates the average memory usage and extraction times obtained from the
dataset for this library.
lxml is a DOM-based approach, so it primarily constructs a DOM tree. In Table 8, it increases the
memory usage by an average of 1053.96 B. On the other hand, it takes an average creation time of 278.88 ms
to construct a DOM tree for all web pages in the dataset. Since Group 1 contains more data, an average of
7 Scrapy (2020). An open-source and collaborative framework for extracting the data [online]. Website https://scrapy.org/
[accessed 22 August 2020].
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Table 8. Results of the average memory usage and extraction time for lxml.

DOM tree construction
Group 1
Group 2
Hyperlinks
CSS selectors with
No Attribute
CSS selectors with more
than one attribute
All extraction results

Average memory
(Byte)
1053.96
0.07
0.01
0.28

Average extraction
time (ms)
278.88
520.48
437.05
242.46

Max

Min

1530.93
3259.61
3553.86
4692.38

201.74
5.62
5.62
6.27

Standard
deviation
71.73
234.64
201.52
359.86

0.11

271.36

4692.38

6.27

228.99

0.04

499.50

3553.86

5.62

227.20

0.05

464.43

4692.38

5.62

231.15

520.48 ms is obtained in terms of extraction time. In Group 2, this time decreases to 437.05 ms. While the
amount of memory used in Group 1 and Group 2 varies slightly, more memory is required to obtain hyperlinks.
This is because a web page contains many data. However, since a hyperlink consists of a few characters, the
average extraction time is 242.46 ms. Some CSS selectors do not contain any attributes. Using CSS selectors
with no attribute allows very fast access to CSS selectors with multiple attributes. The reason for this is the
number of characters in the result. As a result, a DOM-based approach requires about 278.88 ms for DOM
tree construction and about 464.43 ms for an extraction process. This indicates that it needs an average time
of 743.31 ms for an extraction process.
4.3. The results of REGEXN
REGEXN does not need a hierarchical structure like a DOM tree. It can be applied directly to the text. Table 9
shows that the improvements provided by REGEXN are much better than DOM-based approaches.
Table 9. Results of the average memory usage and extraction time for REGEXN.

Group 1
Group 2
Hyperlinks
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 3
All Extractions

Average memory
(Byte)
2.54
0.37
4.23
0.88
3.38
1.59

Average extraction
time (ms)
1.13
0.93
0.92
0.96
1.20
1.03

Max

Min

34.44
5.58
1.53
5.58
34.44
34.44

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.81
0.80

Standard
Deviation
0.74
0.13
0.12
0.18
0.93
0.53

Table 9 shows that REGEXN uses more memory during extraction when compared with the DOM-based
approach. However, the DOM-based approach uses more memory during the construction of a DOM tree. On
the other hand, according to the DOM-based approach in terms of time efficiency, the REGEXN technique
appears to be significantly faster. As with the DOM-based approach, REGEXN is affected by the number of
characters.
REGEXN has two steps introduced in Section 3 to generate a regular expression pattern. Step 1 is
sufficient for situations that do not contain more than one closing tag against a start tag. However, if there is
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more than one tag, it is necessary to find the appropriate closing tag on a sample web page. Step 2 decides the
appropriate closing pattern. In Step 2, REGEXN appends a new pattern to the result obtained from Step 1. In
other words, the number of characters in the regular expression pattern increases. As expected, this situation
affects the extraction time. However, REGEXN still has a very good extraction time than the DOM-based
approach. Consequently, REGEXN is about 722 times better than the DOM-based approach.
The dataset used in this study consists of well-formed HTML documents. Professional websites give
importance to their HTML codes, and the error in these codes is low. However, some websites may contain
some errors caused by web designers. Some HTML parsers have repair mechanisms for fixing these errors. lxml,
used in this study, has recover mode for parsing through broken HTML. However, this mode is set to false in
order to avoid wasting time. Similarly, there is no error correction mechanism in REGEXN. This issue can be
considered as future work for fixing the error of a certain text in web pages.

5. Conclusion
Most previous studies and tools on web data extraction ignore time efficiency. They use traditional methods
based on a DOM tree which is a common solution in web applications. This solution takes all elements in a web
page into account. Our experiments show the average memory consumption and the results of average extraction
time when using this solution. Regular expression can be considered as another solution for improving these
results. However, preparing a regular expression pattern is a time-consuming operation. Moreover, regular
expression patterns are more complex than DOM-based approaches. In DOM-based approaches, CSS selectors
make it very easy to access elements in the DOM tree. A CSS selector pattern is much simpler and easier to write.
In this study, REGEXN, which converts CSS Selector patterns to regular expression patterns, is introduced.
REGEXN gives better extraction time efficiency than the DOM-based approach with approximately 722 times.
Moreover, the memory usage of REGEXN is about 663 times better than the DOM-based approach.
The amount of data on the Internet is increasing rapidly. It has become an important issue to crawl
web pages and scrap this data quickly. REGEXN is an open-source project and available via the web page
https://github.com/erdincuzun/REGEXN. It can easily be integrated into other web data extraction tools for
improving the time efficiency of the extraction operation.
This study is about text on web pages. Ajax-based web applications update a web page without reloading
the page and need a DOM tree of a web page. Crawling Ajax-based web applications [18] is a popular issue in
the literature. Traditional solutions [19] require an embedded browser to execute Ajax-requests. These solutions
are expensive to execute, in terms of time and network traffic. In the future, we plan to solve these requests
without rendering a web page. Moreover, we will develop an effective and efficient web scraper that can create
datasets automatically for different purposes.
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